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A Preliminary Note and Welcome

If you received the first issue of the Victorian Studies Bulletin (Feb. 1977),
you may have read Laurel Brake's announcement that she and I wished to compile
a news-sheet for scholars interested in Walter Pater. We felt that there was
floundering and duplication of effort in Pater study because of lack of communication. We hope that this effort to share infonnation will aid individual
scholars and ~ncourage cooperation among scholars.
Our first call for news should have reached a large number
ested in Pater--Lynne F. Sacher, Editor of VSB, has stated
was mailed to "about 5,000 individuals and institutions in
4,500 in England and Europe, 11 and Laurel Brake has made an
to reach Pater scholars in the United Kingdom.

of scholars interthat the Bulletin
America and about
additional effort

This sheet is being mailed to over 100 persons who have written about Pater.
If you know persons interested in working on Pater who have not received
copies, I'd appreciate your sending their names and addresses to me, Billie
Andrew Inman. The second issue will be prepared by Laurel Brake and distributed to persons on our mailing list. If you received this issue via forwarding,
please send one of us your address, so that you can be mailed the second issue.
We welcome you as readers and invite your responses to this issue, your suggestions, and your contributions to the spring issue. Communications may be sent
to either of us.
Dr . Billie Andrew Inman
Department of English
Modern Languages Bldg. #67
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

u.s.A.

Dr. Laurel Brake
Department of English
The University College of Wales
King Street
Aberystwyth, Dyfed SY23 2AX
U.K.
A Recently Published Book

GERALD C. MONSMAN'S Walter Pater, Twayne's English Authors Series, appeared
last May. It provides not only a well written general introduction to
Pater's life and works for beginning students but also some technical information for scholars--for example brief explanations of the error in Pater's
reference in the "Conclusion" to Rousseau's appreciation of Voltaire and the

difference between texts of The Renaissance used in the 1901 Edition Deluxe
and the 1910 Library Edition. The concluding chapter in the book is a fine
essay entitled "Pater and the Modern Temper," treating Pater's influence on
contemporary and later writers. Gerald C. Monsman' s address i s Dept. of
English; Duke University; Durham, N.C. 27706.
Forthcoming Bibliography of Criticism
FRANKLIN E. COURT'S Walter Pater: An Annotated Bibliography of Writings about
Him is completed. It will be published by the University of Northern Illinois
Press as a part of the Annotated Secondary Bibliography of English Literature
in Transition, a series under the general editorship of Helmut E.. Gerber.
It lists secondary matter chronologically, from the first review in 1871
through the criticism of 1973. There are five indexes, including an authors
and a titles index. The probable time of publication i s early 1978. Franklin
E. Court' s address is the Dept . of English, Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, IL 60115 .
Scholarly Editions of The Renaiss ance
J . B. BULLEN (Dept. of English Language and Literature; Faculty of Letters
and Social Sciences ; University of Reading; Whiteknights; Reading RG6 2AA)
has been working on an edition based on the 1873 text, which will be published
by the Clarendon Press, Oxford University. Important variants will be given
at the foot of the page and minor changes at the back of the book, and there
will be an introductory essay.

DONALD L. HILL (Dept. of English, University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, MI 48109)
has been working on an annotated edition, with the 1893 te xt as the basic
text . It wil1 be published by the University of California Press .
Unpublished Manuscripts
SHARON BASSETT (Dept. of English; California State University, Los Angeles;
5151 State University Drive ; Los Angeles, CA 90032) is preparing an edition
of the unpubli shed Pater manuscripts held by the Houghton Library. In
October 1976 she obtained possession of the rights to edit and publish.
She writes: 11 I am eager to discuss the materi a1 with others who may have
been ab 1e to examine it. 11
Library Borrowings
BILLIE ANDREW INMAN has completed "Walter Pater's Borrowings from the Queen' s
College Library, the Bodleian Library, the Brasenose College Library, and the
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and my article in no way resembles my earlier ' Pater and Apuleius' (CL,
1958).
Brzenk is still looking for a publisher for a revised and enlarged
edition of Imaginary Portraits.
·
11

JOHN J. CONLON (Director, Teacher Certification Program; University of
Massachusetts, Boston; Harbor Campus; Boston, MA 02125), who wrote an
important dissertation entitled "Walter Pater ·and France at Tufts University
in 1974 and recently published Walter Pater and Zola's Literary Reputation
in England in Literature in Transision (19, no. 4, 1976), is awaiting
official release of three letters written by Pater to D. S. Maccoll. He
intends to write a brief article to accompany the letters. He is a contributor to Franklin Court's Annotated Bibliography.
11

11

11

IAN FLETCHER, of the University of Reading, who is not working on Pater at
present, is a Visiting Professor this year in the English Department at
Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ 85281) . He is replacing Helmut e.
Gerber, who is on leave. He has stated that he is "giving a final revision
to a version of Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazusae and also finishing, in tandem
with John Stokes, a book on the Aesthetic movement."
ROBERT M. SEILER (Effective Writing Dept.; University College; The University
of Calgary; 2920 24 Avenue N. W., Calgary T2N lN4; Alberta, Canada) has
completed Walter Pater: the Critical Heritage. It is at the publisher's.
He has two works in progress: Reminiscences of Pater and The PaterMacmillan Letters, 1872-1922.
SAMUEL WRIGHT (56 Thompson Avenue; Colchester, Essex) is preparing an
Index to the Writings of Pater. He writes: "I started this last year, but
as so often happens, it proved a cancerous growth for, in addition to compiling
a normal type of index, I have found myself putting together what is called
an Informative Index, with short notes on all entries . . . . As if this was
not enough, I am putting together a series of main and subsidiary group or
collected references . . . • So far I have worked through Miscellaneous Studies,
Appreciations and Greek Studies." Wright has also been a major contributor
to Franklin Court's Annotated Bibliography.
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Taylor Institution Library, 1860-1894, a list of 605 entries in chronological
order, with a full bibliographical detail and some annotations. It acknowledges
and assesses earlier partial lists of short entries of library borrowings
compiled by Bruce E. Vardon, Mrs. Fumiko Suzuki, and A. W. Ward, as well as
the list on microfilm placed in the University of Reading Library by Ian Fletcher,
and it incorporates Laurel Brake's list of entries from the Queen's College
registers, 1860-1864, from her dissertation, "The Early Work of Walter Pater,
University of London, 1971 (which is not listed in Dissertation Abstracts
International). It is being considered for publication. Inman is working on
the sources of Marius.
11

11

Dissertations in Progress or Recently Completed
ALAN A. ROBERTSON (Dept . of English Literature; University of Newcastle upon
Tyne; Newcastle upon Tyne NEl 7RU) is writing a dissertation on Pater's
portraits.
ROBERT WELLISCH (College of St. Thomas; St. Paul, MN 55105) has just completed
a dissertation at the University of Minnesota which he describes as follows:
a study of the literary fonns of Walter Pater, more specifically a structural
analysis of Pater's works, showing recurring themes and motives .
11

11

CHRIS WILLERTON (Dept. of English, Abilene Christian University; Abilene, TX
79601) is writing, at the University of North Carolina, a critical and textual
examination of Appreciations .
Other News
RICHARD BIZOT (Dept. of Language and Literature; University of North Florida;
P.O. Box 17074 ; Jacksonville, FL 32216) has been working as a contributing
editor on Franklin Court's Annotated Bibliography.
LAUREL BRAKE is writing an article on biographies of Pater (a follow-up of her
"Problems in Victorian Biography: The DNB and the DNB 'Walter Pater' . MLR
70 (1975] , 731- 42) and a book on nineteenth-century critics of Pater and-ule
periodicals whi ch included his works.
11

EUGENE J . BRZENK (Dept . of English; University of Notre Dame ; Notre Dame, IN
46556) has recently contributed a chapter entitled "Apuleius, Pater, and
the Bildungsroman" to a volume of studies and commentaries on Apuleius'
Metamorphoses, which will be published in the Netherlands under the editorship
of Professor B. L. Hijmans, Jr . , of the Rijkuniversiteit, Groningen, and
Professor R. Th . van der Paardt, of the Rijkuniversiteit, Leiden . He reports
that "examining the narrative techniques of Pater and Apuleius in regard to
the Bildungsroman has produced fresh insights on the writing of both authors,
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